SST HOLIDAYS HOMEWORK
CLASS VI – C
GEOGRAPHY:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How does planet differ from star?
What is meant by Solar system?
Why is the Earth called a unique planet?
Why do we see only one side of the Moon?
Prepare a chart of Solar system?

CIVICS
1. Draw up a list of the different festivals celebrated in your locality. Which of these
celebrations are shared by members of different religions and religious communities?
2. What do you think living in India with its rich heritage of diversity adds to your life?
3. Do you think the term “unity in diversity” is an appropriate term to describe India?
What do you think Nehru is trying to say about Indian unity in the sentence quoted
above from his book “The discovery of India”?
HISTORY
1. Make a list of all objects that archaeologist may find. Which of these could be made of
stone?
2. Why do you think ordinary men and women did not generally keep records of what
they did?
3. Describe at least two ways in which you think the lives of kings would have been
different from those of farmers.

CLASS VII – C
HISTORY
1. List some of the technological changes associated with this period?
2. What were some of the major religious developments during this period?
3. How were the affairs of the jatis regulated?
=
GEOGRAPHY

1.
2.
3.
4.

What do you mean by natural environment?
What is lithosphere?
Which are the two major components of biotic environment?
Give four examples of human made environment?

CIVICS
1. In a democracy why is universal adult franchise important?
2. In what ways was Om Prakash Valmiki experience similar to that of Ansaris?
Project
- File to prepare on components of environment and Domains of environment.
CLASS IX

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

HISTORY
WHEN DID French revolution occur?
Who was the Louis XVI?
Describe the circumstances leading to the outbreak of the revolutionary protest in
France?
In which year the women in France got the right to vote?
Name three estates into which the French society was divided?

GEOGRAPHY
1. What is the southernmost point of the Indian union?
2. Name the group of islands lying in the Arabian Sea?
3. What is the longitudinal and latitudinal extension of India?
CIVICS
1. What are the difficulties people face in a non-democratic country?
2. Which freedoms are usually taken away when a democracy is overthrown by military?
PROJECT
1. Map skill from lesson no. 1 (question 1)
2. Collect information about your state and find out its latitudinal and longitudinal
extent.

CLASS X
HISTORY
1.
2.
3.
4.

Give two examples of different type of global exchanges?
Give two examples to show the impact of technology on food availability?
What is meant by Bretton woods agreement?
Write a note to explain the effects of the following:
- The British governments’ decision to abolish the corn laws
- The coming of rinderpest to Africa.
CIVICS
1. What are the different forms of power sharing in modern democracies?
2. State 0ne prudential reason and one moral reason for power sharing with example.
GEOGRAPHY
1. Name three states having black soil and the crop which is mainly grown in it?
2. What steps can be taken to control soil erosion in the hilly areas?
3. What are the biotic and abiotic resources give some examples?
PROJECT
1. PPTs to form on lesson no. 2 of geography.
2. PPTs to form on lesson no. 2 of civics and lesson no. 1 and 2 of economics.
3. Maps skills of chapter no. 1 of geography.

